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Abstract: The shipping of digital documents, from a sender to a receiver, must keep certain properties, including the authenticity of the source and message integrity. These properties can be achieved through cryptographic protocols, which define the way in which a cryptographic primitive should be used during a communication process. As an additional function to the mentioned properties, GeoLock is a function that is used to add the coordinates of a receiver to the digital signature primitive or to other cryptographic primitives, which helps to prove that such entity is located in the right place and is able to verify a generated signature avoiding antispoof receivers. However, the use of public key cryptographic primitives with the GeoLock function on mobile devices, involves considering the performance of all cryptographic operations together. Considering the aforementioned, in this study a lightweight cryptographic protocol based on the digital signature primitive and GeoLock is presented in order to meet authentication and integrity based on location. The obtained results show that the proposed protocol is more efficient if compared to related works, as less cryptographic operations are required.
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INTRODUCTION

Cryptographic protocols are communication distributed algorithms that define how a set of primitives should be used by two or more entities that exchange messages to achieve the traditional information security goals: confidentiality, integrity and authentication (Menezes et al., 1986). Cryptographic protocols must be carefully designed due that they can contain several types of flaws and vulnerabilities that could be exploited by intruders.

Nowadays, with the rapid growth of the use of mobile devices, different cryptographic protocols have been proposed in order to provide needed security to mobile devices, such as: the use of digital signatures as cryptographic primitives to meet authentication and integrity of interchanged messages. Moreover, location services technology is being combined with digital signatures to prove that the receiver is in the right place to verify the message signature (Lei et al., 2004; Jarusombat and Kittitornkun, 2006).

Proposals made until now have used the RSA algorithm as a digital signature primitive on mobile devices. This brings concerns about the performance of cryptographic operations in mobile devices, due to the low-computation capability and limited battery life of these devices. Considering the aforementioned, in this study a lightweight cryptographic protocol is proposed to achieve authentication and integrity based on location. The proposed protocol is based on the digital signature primitive and GeoLock function. Moreover, due to its functionality, which is based on additive groups, the proposed protocol is more efficient if compared to related works, as less cryptographic operations are needed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our proposed protocol considers three main research variables: Efficiency, digital signature and GeoLock function. All of them are defined in following subsections.
**Efficiency:** Efficiency can be seen as the amount of resources used by a cryptographic protocol. In this sense, a protocol that is being analyzed from the efficiency point of view should determine its resources usage, where a resource can be: time, memory space or cryptographic number of operations, among others.

**Digital signatures:** There are three different types of cryptographic primitives:

- Unkeyed primitives
- Symmetric-key primitives
- Asymmetric-key primitives

In symmetric-key primitives there exists a single key associated to two different operations, encryption and decryption \((E,D)\). In asymmetric-key primitives each key pair is associated with encryption and decryption operations \((E,D)\). One of the keys is denoted by \(K_{\text{public}}\) and is known as public key due that it is available to the public. The other key \(K_{\text{private}}\), called private key, is kept in secret. It is worth mentioning that this last type of primitive has the characteristic that is based on the knowledge of the public key and is computationally difficult to calculate its private counterpart (Menezes et al., 1986).

A digital signature, which for example can be a symmetric or an asymmetric-key primitive, is a string of data that associates, in a digital way, a message with the entity that is issuing it, also called the sender or signer. The fact of associating the identity of a sender with the message, helps to ensure, to a third entity, that the signer cannot deny the action of have signed the message. In addition to that, it allows knowing if the message has suffered alterations after having been signed. Moreover, it helps to assure the receiver that the sender is who he/she claims to be (Menezes et al., 1986).

The entities involved in the process of cryptographic signature, commonly called digital signature are: the sender also called the signer and the receiver also called the verifier. The signer is responsible of generating the digital signature. The receiver receives the signed document and verifies its corresponding digital signature (Menezes et al., 1986).

**GeoLock:** The GeoLock mapping is a function computed on the basis of the intended receiver position, velocity and time, referred to as the PVT block, which converts all those parameters into a unique value as a lock. The PVT block defines where the receipt must be in terms of its position, velocity and time for a cryptographic operation to be successful. In other words, such unique lock value validates that the receivers satisfy certain restriction, for example the encryption, decryption, signature generation or verification region at a certain time interval, without having preinstalled mapping tables (Scott and Denning, 2003).

**CONSIDERATIONS OF THE PROPOSED MOBILE CRYPTOGRAPHIC PROTOCOL**

**The efficiency:** The design of our cryptographic protocol considers as a goal to be efficient when executed in mobile devices. It is important to emphasize that the main improvement in our protocol consists in providing an efficient performance by developing less cryptographic operations.

In order to develop a digital signature in mobile devices, the proposed protocol is based on the functionality of additive groups. As a consequence, it uses smaller keys, in comparison to other algorithms commonly used, such as RSA (Rivest et al., 1978). Moreover, the proposed protocol bases its security on the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (Hankerson et al., 2003).

**The certification authority:** As in Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006), the design of our proposed protocol considers a Certificate Authority (CA), which is private and was designed in order to wait for a personalized Digital Certificate request from the sender. To do this, such sender sends a certificate request to the CA. A certificate request is built with the CA’s public key, the number of valid signatures (that the certificate will support), the name of the signature server (that will help mobile devices to generate digital signatures) and the sender data identification. In this way, the CA will be able to validate keys generated by the sender and will ensure that those ones are correct. Then, the CA will generate a certificate that will be sent to the sender, which in turn will use it in order to be a valid sender in front of receivers (Barker et al., 2012; Lee, 2010; Zhang et al., 2008).

**The use of GeoLock function:** In order to add the coordinates of the receiver into the digital signatures generation, the receiver and the signature server applies the GeoLock mapping function. After GeoLock manipulates the coordinates of the receiver, a hash value is obtained from the result, in order to preserve the integrity property of the location coordinates. Thus, the signature is generated by using the location coordinates, manipulated previously. When signature verification is performed, the receiver can verify if the location coordinates have been changed. If the integrity of the location coordinates is maintained, then it will be possible to ensure that receiver will be in the indicated place at the time of receiving the signature; otherwise, the digital signature cannot be verified. Moreover, these computations are completed by the receiver and the signature server in order to xor the coordinates with the rest of the data that are involved in the digital signature generation and its verification.

**The proposed mobile cryptographic protocol:** The proposed efficient mobile cryptographic protocol is divided into three stages: Key generation, digital
signature generation and digital signature verification, which are detailed below.

**Key generation:** It is carried out twice, the first one is performed by the sender to obtain a key pair denoted by \((d_{sna}, Q_{sna})\). The second one is carried out by the server to obtain a key pair denoted by \((d_{srv}, Q_{srv})\):

- Given \(q, a, b, P \in E(F_q)\) and \(n\), where \(q\) is the field order, \(a, b \in F_q\) that define the equation of the elliptic curve \(E\) over \(F_q\), the sender selects \(d_{sna} \in [1, n - 1]\) and computes \(Q_{sna}\) as his public key, according to Eq. (1). Such key is sent to the Certificate Authority (CA) to obtain a digital certificate:

\[
Q_{sna} = d_{sna} \tag{1}
\]

- The signature server executes the same process executed by the sender and selects \(d_{srv} \in [1, n - 1]\) and computes \(Q_{srv}\) in a similar way as is given in Eq. (1). As a consequence, a second key pair is obtained. After that, the server sends to the sender the public key \((Q_{srv})\), the sender then uses the signature server’s public key to generate the values needed to generate a digital signature. The private key that was generated by the signature server, denoted by \((d_{srv})\), is used to help the sender to generate the digital signature, even though the sender does not know the server’s private key.

**Signature generation:** It is performed by the sender with the help of the signature server, following the next five steps:

- The sender selects two random numbers \((r, w)\) and computes \(k\), based on Eq. (2), where \((\cdot)^{\cdot}\) represents the operation of multiplication and \(h\) denotes a cryptographic hash function whose outputs have a bitlength no more than \(n\). Then, \(k\) is used to compute \(g\), based on Eq. (3), where \(x_1\) is converted to an integer and \(g = x_1 \mod n \rightarrow \hat{x}_1\):

\[
k = r \ast w \ast h(x) \mod n \tag{2}
\]

\[
kQ_{srv} = (x_1, y_1) \tag{3}
\]

- The signature server computes \(Z \in [1, n - 1]\). It is sent to the sender. In addition to that, the signature server receives the coordinates mapped with the GeoLock function at which the receiver is currently located.

- The sender selects a random number \((r')\) to compute \(b\), based on Eq. (4), with \((Z_n^{w,*})\) and uses \(b\) to multiply \(P_{srv}\). Also is computed \(\eta\), according to Eq. (5), where \(x_2\) is converted to an integer and \(x_2 \mod n \rightarrow \hat{x}_2\). After that, the coordinate \(x_2\) of \(\eta\) is sent to the server:

\[
b = r \ast r' \ast Z \ast g \mod n \tag{4}
\]

\[
\eta = bP_{srv} = (x_2, y_2) \tag{5}
\]

- \(x_2\) is used to calculate \(j\) and after calculating \(j\), \(t\) is computed, based on Eq. (6) and (7), respectively. To do this, the signature server uses its private key to combine it with the hash value of the xored sender’s certificate and the mapping function with the coordinates of the receiver. After that, \(t\) is sent to the sender:

\[
j = x_2 \mod n \rightarrow \hat{x}_2 \tag{6}
\]

\[
t = h(x) + h(Cert_{sna} \oplus GeoLock_{rev}) + d_{srv} \tag{7}
\]

**Signature verification:** It is carried out twice and follows four steps. The first time it is performed by the server, before sending the signature to the receiver. The second time, it is carried out by the receiver:

- Based on Eq. (9), the sender calculates \(f\):

\[
f = S^{-1} \mod n \tag{9}
\]

- With \(f\), the server calculates \(u_1, u_2\) and \(u_3\), based on Eq. (10), (11) and (12), with \(x\) as the message:

\[
u_1 = h(x)f \mod n \tag{10}
\]

\[
u_2 = h(x)f \mod n \tag{11}
\]

\[
u_3 = jf \mod n \tag{12}
\]

- Finally, to verify the digital signature, the server calculates \(X\) based on Eq. (13), where \(y = x_3 \mod n \rightarrow \hat{x}_3\) and \(x_3\) is converted to an integer. Then, check if \(y = j\). If \(y\) is equal to \(j\), then the digital signature is true, so the server sends the signature along with others parameters to the receiver to verify the signature one more time:

\[
X = u_1P_{srv} + u_2P_{srv} + u_3Q_{srv} = (x_3, y_3) \tag{13}
\]

- Once the receiver receives the digital signature, his/her mobile device carry out the second verification with the same steps previously detailed and that the signing server should follow. This time, the receiver calculates the coordinates where he/she is located at the time at which he/she
From Eq. (9), (10), (11) and (12), we have that:

$$\text{Time execution } 11.87 \text{ ms } 14.37 \text{ ms } 6.2 \text{ ms}$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Lei (ms)</th>
<th>Santi (ms)</th>
<th>Proposed Protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table 3: Performance of proposed protocol has a reduction of 43% and 52%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Random numbers | 6 | 7 | 5 |
| Multiplication | 13 | 14 | 11 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Lei</th>
<th>Santi</th>
<th>Proposed Protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table 2: Exponentiations vs modular inverse multiplicative operations in the proposed protocol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponentiation</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse multiplicative</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correctness proof of the proposed lightweight cryptographic protocol:**

From Eq. (8), we have that:

$$S = b^{-1}(t) \mod n$$

$$b \equiv S^{-1}$$

$$\left(h(x) + h(Cert_{smd} \oplus GeoLock_{rcv})\right) \mod n$$

$$\equiv S^{-1}h(x) + S^{-1}h(Cert_{smd} \oplus GeoLock_{rcv})$$

$$+ S^{-1}d_{srv} \mod n$$

From Eq. (9), (10), (11) and (12), we have that:

$$b \equiv fh(x) + fh(Cert_{smd} \oplus GeoLock_{rcv})$$

$$+ fd_{srv} \mod n$$

$$b \equiv u_1 + u_2 + u_3 d_{srv} \mod n$$

$$X \equiv u_1 P + u_2 P + u_3 d_{srv} P$$

$$\equiv bP$$

$$\therefore y = j$$

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

It is important to say that we analyze efficiency is seen from the point of view of the cryptographic operations needed to perform the proposed protocol. Table 1 and 2 show the number of modular multiplications, selection of random numbers, exponentiations and multiplicative inverse operations developed in the proposed lightweight cryptographic protocol.

As we can see, the difference between the number of inverse multiplicative operations that have to be computed has a relation 1:3.75. However, it can be decreased with a reduction in the number of exponentiations developed, which is of 100%. Moreover, multiplications and selection of random numbers are minimized 78% and 71%, respectively. Considering the above reductions we can say that a lightweight digital signature cryptographic protocol for authentication and integrity based on location has been proposed.

If we consider the number of cryptographic operations carried out in order to execute the proposed protocol, then we can confirm that fewer operations are needed in comparison to those required to execute the approaches presented in Lei et al. (2004) and Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006), as can be seen in Table 1 and 2. However, it is important to notice that the number of modular multiplications required in the proposed approach is almost twice the number of those required in the protocols proposed in Lei et al. (2004) and Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006). This is because during signature verification, the proposed protocol performs different operations, that require more processing on the mobile devices, which do not happen in the approaches (Lei et al., 2004; Jarusombat and Kittitornkun, 2006). This is, in the verification process, the protocols proposed in Lei et al. (2004) and Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006) need only one modular operation, while our proposed protocol needs six different modular operations. The use of additive groups is the reason why more modular operations are required.

Another important point to highlight is the absence of exponentiation operations in the proposed protocol. Hence, the computation of the modular multiplicative inverses in the proposed protocol requires more computations than the computations required in the protocols prosed in Lei et al. (2004) and Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006). However, if we make a comparison between exponentiation operations and modular multiplicative inverses, our statements are the follows: In modular multiplicative inverse, there are two numbers that have the same length. The fact of finding the inverse of one of them does not require much computational resource in mobile devices. This, if is compared with exponentiation operation. In this last one it is necessary to raise a number to an exponent, resulting in a different number larger than the original.
one. Therefore, considering that the size of the numbers we use is smaller, we conclude that the proposed protocol is more efficient than the protocols proposed in Lei et al. (2004) and Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006). In addition, considering that point doubling in additive groups is a bit similar to exponentiation in multiplicative groups, the efficiency of the proposed protocol is better than that achieved by the protocols proposed in Lei et al. (2004) and Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006).

The aforementioned can be seen, from the implantation point of view, when the receiver verifies the digital signature, because the time used is larger compared to that used in the protocols proposed in Lei et al. (2004) and Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006). This is because the signature verification makes scalar multiplications and point adding operations in finite fields, which are heavy processing operations, in computer terms, when performed in mobile devices. However, taking into account the total time spent in completing the whole process: key generation, signature generation and signature verification, the time we get in our protocol is much lower than the one used in Lei et al. (2004) and Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006) protocols. In those approaches during key generation it is necessary to find a relative prime number of such value but of 1024 bits in size, known as \( \Phi(n) \). As a consequence, their protocols perform more operations in comparison to the number of operations carried out in our proposed protocol. In addition, despite of Lei et al. (2004) and Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006) is being using a very small public exponent, they consider \( p, q, n, d \) as variables of around 1024 bits. Moreover, as a study case we codify, in an object-oriented programming language, proposed protocols in Lei et al. (2004) and Jarusombat and Kittitornkun (2006). It was made by using the same parameters as they say. After that, we also codify our proposed cryptographic protocol and compare it. In that codification, sender and receiver were implemented in a Samsung Galaxy Young, that is a device with a 832 MHz processor, 290 MB of RAM and Operating System Android v2.3 called Gingerbread. Signature server was implemented in a laptop with Windows 7 Operating System and Certificate Authority was created on a personal computer with Ubuntu 12.04 LTS Operating System. It is important to mention that in our study case the scenario was deployed in a wireless local network. Table 3 shows that proposed protocol has a reduced performance of 43 and 52%. Both of them compared against (Lei et al., 2004; Jarusombat and Kittitornkun, 2006) protocols.

CONCLUSION

Nowadays the use of mobile devices is part of people’s daily life, which gives them the opportunity to send and receive a lot of messages. The security of such messages and its owner are important points to be focused on.

The uses of digital signature as the main construction block of a cryptographic protocol, to assure, on the one hand, the source and receiver authenticity and on the other hand, the message integrity, should be performed from anywhere in which the signer is located. This process should not require the use of a personal computer, therefore the digital signature on mobile devices is fundamental and practical.

In this study, an efficient mobile cryptographic protocol based on digital signature primitive and GeoLock was presented. The proposed protocol works over additive groups; as a consequence the complete process is developed with shorter key-lengths than related works.

The use of additive groups in the proposed mobile cryptographic protocol let us the advantage of performing less cryptographic operations, meaning that the cryptographic protocol is executed in an efficient way, considering the cryptographic operations as the resource to be reflected on.

Finally, it is important to say that even by using the GeoLock function, to add an extra layer of security focused on authentication and integrity based on location, the efficiency of the proposed protocol is preserved.
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